
1. Imprinting 

2. Breathing 

3. Iso-abs 

4. Rib cage arms 

5. Pelvic Tilt 

6. Pelvic Lift 

7. Head nod 

8. Neck Curls 

9. Knee floats 

10. Knee spreads 

11. Knee sways 

12. Leg slides 

13. Seated feet 

14. Goal post arms 

15. Flight 

16. Chest lift – straight 

17. Chest lift - diagonal 

Each of these fundamental movements can be practiced twice a day, performing 5 to 8 

repetitions of each move. 

 

1. Lying flat on back with knees bent. Imprinting. Relax the spine onto the mat. 

2. Breathing. Feeling the ribs expand and narrow. 

3. Iso-abs. The scoop. When breathing out, feel the ribs narrow towards the pelvis and the 

abs scooping in towards the ribs. Imagine buttoning up tight jeans. 

4. Rib cage arms. Raise arms over shoulders, fingers pointing to ceiling, arms shoulder 

width apart. Breathing out – reach one arm back, in line with ear, breathe in, return 

arm. repeat on other side. Perform with both arms reaching back, whilst breathing out 

and engaging abs, sending ribs to hips. Pelvis remains still throughout. 

5. Pelvic Tilt. Place thumbs at belly button, index fingers towards pubic bone, start to 

gently tilt pelvis to you, then away, feeling the subtle movement of the pelvis on the 



mat and the spine pressing into the mat, then lifting. Tilt pelvis towards you – feel the 

spine press into the mat. Rock the pelvis away, feel the lower back raise slightly.  

6. Pelvic lift. Tilt the pelvis toward you, then continue to lift the pelvis and backside off the 

floor, lifting as high as you can feel just the tips of the shoulder blades lift off the floor. 

7. Head nod. Nod the head slightly from looking at the ceiling to looking over the knees. 

No squishing the chin into the chest, keep length to the back of the neck. 

8. Head lift. Perform a head nod, engage abdominals then lift head off floor, eyes looking 

over knees. 

9. Knee floats. Floating one knee over the hip, foot in line with knee – shin like a table top. 

Do one leg at a time, then alternate legs – make sure pelvis stays heavy on floor and 

spine does not arch.  

10. Knee spreads. Knees and feet together, spread knees apart, prying them apart and 

then together. Do both legs at the same time, then do one leg at a time. 

11. Knee sways. Knees and feet together, swaying the legs to the right, then the left. 

Perform with knees and feet together and then apart.  

12. Leg slides. Knees and feet parallel. Slide one leg away to a straight-ish leg and then 

return. Focus on pelvis remaining still. Sitting with legs straight out in front.  

13. Seated feet. Sitting up on sitz bones. Point and flex feet. Softly point, no over pointing 

toes then reach through heels.  

14. Lying on stomach. Goal post arms. Arms like a fork or cactus or goalpost. A. sliding 

shoulder blades to ears and away. B. add a lift of arms off floor. C. keep elbows on floor, 

lift forearms. D. lift head/chest/forearms. 

15. Flight. Arms by sides of body, palms to ceiling. Reach fingers to feet, lift 

chest/head/arms reach more for feet. Lengthen through crown of head, eyes down. 

16. Lying on back. Chest lift - straight. Hand on top of hand behind head, elbows lifted. 

Initiate from the out breath – send ribs to hips as scooping abs in, then curl head and 

to the tips of the shoulder blades off the mat. Pelvis remains still throughout.  

17. Chest lift – diagonal. Same as above but elbow to opposite knee – other elbow to back 

of room – show off arm pit to person beside you. 


